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Through the shdy cf the erfects of Victual Reality (VR) on human subjects, scientists 

have determined that the main cause of discomfort while experiencing VR is the time lag 

between the head movements and its corresponding scene changes. 

The main purpose of this thesis is to study and to propose solutions to d u c e  VR 

effects. The proposed solution is an alternative controller based on a ProportÏonal Derivative 

(PD) model. Compared with a simple Proportional Controller, the PD Controiler offers 

several enhancements: namely, a larger bandwidth and a faster and more stable reaction tirne. 

The proposed controller will also reduce the physical side effects commonly experïenced by 

users of Virtual Reality. 



- - - - - - - - -- 

La multitude de recherches sur les effets de la Réalité Virtuelle (VIX) a confirm6 au 

scientistes que la cause principale de malaise durant les expériences de VR est le long délai 

en- les mouvei~~c~!tr de la tête et le résultant changement de scène. 

Le but principal de cette thèse est d'examiner et introduire une solution pour réduire 

les effets de VR. La solution proposée consiste d'un nouveau contrôleur basé sur une 

stratégie de type « Proportional Derivative » ou Proportionnel Derivé. Les principaux 

avantages de ce contrôleur incluent une bande passante plus large et un temps de réaction 

plus rapide et plus stable. De plus, le nouveau contrôleur promet de réduire les maiaises 

physiques que les usagers de la Réalité VirtueIIe mentent. 
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In recent years, advanes in computer technology have made access to Virtual 

Environments (VE) much easier than it once was. Standing in line for hours at the local 

amusement park for a mere five-minute VR experience is a thing of the past. Virtual 

environments have evolved to the point where they have myriad shapes and appearancces, 

including Virtual ReaLity (VR) and Telepresence. These technologies allow people to 

h e r s e  themeives in the world of Jurassic Park orbe transported onto pianet Mars. 

These days, fast personal computers allow generation of 3D environments with 

extremely smooth transitions. However, despite the advances in computers and processors, 

VEs have some inherent prob1elfls that only recently have corne under scrutiny. Many people 

who experience VR also experience fatigue, nausea, headaches, eyestrain, and, in extreme 

cases, vomiting and faùiting. 

Head tracking, according to a number of research projects, is the main cause of 

negative side effects while in a virtual environment. Latency and noise contamination are 

some of the other problems associated with conventional head tracking using magnetic 

fields2 [4] [6J [10][15]. 

Traditionally, VEs have been based on a Proportional Controller (PC) where the 

visual scene changes are linear1y related to the movernents of the user's head. In this thesis, 

the effects of head m k e r  latency on users of Telepresence will be presented. A new 

connoller based on the Proportional Derivative (PD) controiler wil l  be proposed and tested in 

the context of a Telepresence environment, Results will show that the proposed controller can 



and does reduce the de- of side effects experienced by users of VEs under the traditional 

Proportionai controller. The PD can also be used in VR to determine how the 3D scene is to 

be generated 

To my knowledge, no such mntroller has ever been implemented or studied in the 

context of VE. Much of the research on virtual enviromnents has been to determine the 

causes of side effects, to quant* hem, and to determine the susceptibility of people to VR, 

but no effort has been made to try to eliminate or m i n h k  such side effects. 

It is the objective of this thesis to show that simply by implementing a smarter 

controllhg scheme, the total system latency c m  be reduced and hence the side effets 

e x m e n c d  by VE users can ais0 be reduced 



In this chapte, a bnef background on Viaual Environments and the human visual 

system will be pmnted. 



2.1 Human Visual Taigetiw Sysdem 

The human visual system is a very complex system comprised of many subsystems, 

ail interacting together to create accurate information about the surrounding environment 

The main component of this system is the light sensors found in the back of the eyeball. The 

distnibution of these light sensors (rods and cones), however, is not linear and is concentrated 

around a central area, the fovea The fovea typically spans 2 spatial degrees, hence the 

accurate coverage of the surrounding scene is limitai to that area. This is where the visual 

targeting system cornes in. 

The components of the visual targeting system are descnbed next 

21.4 VnübuloOcuk RMex 

In its simplest form, the Vestibule-Oculo Reflex (VOR) is responsible for stabiiizing 

the visual scene on the retina during head movements. This is equivalcnt to maintaining a 

constant gaze direction. Gaze is defineci as the orientation of the eyes relative to space. Gaze 

can also be described as the sum of the orientation of the eyes relative to the head and the 

orientation of the head, relative to space. Figure 1 is a graphical representation of the 

definition of gaze in space. 

This reflex uses head motion, as sensed by the vestibular system, to cause oppositely 

directed eye movements. It is well described as a high-pass system of eye velocity relative to 

head velocity, with a break frequency near O. 1 &. 



-Figure 1 : Gaze in Space 

The VOR forms only a part of the visual targeting system. Optokinetic, saccades, 

smooth pursuit and vergence systems a l l  interact dynamically with the VOR to bring visual 

targets ont0 the fovea and to stabilize them there [6] [8]. 

2.12 OpbWwüc Rdbx 

The Optokinetic Reflex (O=) uses visual feedback to maintain a stable image on 

the retina The entire retina, and not just the fovea, provides the visual feedback. Here, image 

slip (target velocity - eye velocity) acts as the main stimulus to the system, 

Contrat-y to the VOR, the OKR acts as a low pass mter with a very low cut-off 

fiequency between O. 1 and 1 Hz. The combination of OKR and VOR ailows image stability 

h m  a very low fhquency (due to OKR) to a high fkquency (due to VOR). 



Similar to the 3KR, the smooth pursuit system uses visual feedback h m  the fovea 

(not the entire retina) to keep the image stable on the fovea The movements of the eyes 

during smooth pursuit are based largely on the velocity of the visual target. Predictability of 

target motion will yield a better performance and a larger bandwidth. 

Under normal circumstances, both VOR and smooth pursuit can occur 

sirnultaneously. According to research, when smooth pursuit goals counter those of the VOR, 

a phenornenon h o w n  as VOR suppression occurs. An example is during rapid reorientation 

of gaze orientation (saccades). This is valid up to approximately 1 Hz u] [a. 

21.4 &ccades 

Saccades are fast eye movements that allow rapïd alignment of the target on the fovea 

ushg visual feedback. Once the visual target has been acquired and moved ont0 the fovea, 

smooth pursuit takes over to keep the target on the folrea 

Contrary to popular belief, saccades are not purely fast smooth pursuit movements, 

rather they m govemed by a different logic, and rely on speciaiized brainstem circuits. (e-g. 

Gisbergen paper) 

22Virtual Emnrpnment 

2.2.~DesMop3DEmrir~nment 

In the old days of 3D movie theaters, two images representing the projections on a 

left and a nght camera were supwimposui on each other using the odd field luies for one 

image, and the even fields for the other image. These images were then split back at user 

level via special colored glasses. 



Presently, a video projection system (typically a cornputer monitor) projects the two 

images repxsenting the Ieft and right cameras one aftor the other at twice the normal vide0 

rate (typically 60 Hz). A pair of liquid Crystaï Display &CD) shutter glasses synchronized 

with the video pmjection altemately blocks either the left or  the right eye. The overd efféct 

is that each eye perceives ody  its associated image. The overail r e k h  rate is '/z of the 

projection rate ( typidy 30 Hz). 

Such systems are used primarily for projection; no interaction with the user is 

allowed. 

2.2.2AugmentedEmrir~nmsnt 

See-through head mounted displays are often used to allow viewing and interaction 

with real objects whiie simultaneously viewing virtual images. A good example of such a 

system is the Night Vision System (NVS) used in the Apache Helicopter, where the pilot is 

presented with a multitude of vital information. 

No user interaction with the display is usualiy available in such an environment. 

Moreover, several prob1em arise in such systems regarding different focusing planes. 

223 WrbuaS Reality 

As the name hplies, VR is a generated reality, a simuIated environment in which we 

can voluntarily imrnerse ourselves. 

Virtual reality presents the user with a computer-constructed scene. Any change in 

the orientation of the user will cause the regeneraîion of the scene. Such changes are normalIy 



detected using head trackers mounted on the Head-Mounted Displays (HMD), which are also 

used for scene projection and display. 

Since its inception, users of VR have complained of physical side effects, such as 

nausea and headaches. The main cause of discornfort in VR has been attri'buted to the tirne 

lag between the change in head orientation and the scene update on the HMD[lO][lS]. This 

lag can be due to the s u m  of several delays, including sensory latency, low sampling rate, 

video r e h h  rate and complex scenery computation tirne. Advances in technology have 

r e d u d  the latter to the point where changes in scenery are quite smooth and not perceivable. 

New sensors that will reduce the latency and wiU increase the sampling rate of head 

movements are &O being developped (see section 3.2.3). 

2.2.4 Tekpmmmce 

A Telepresence system presents the user with images obtained via remotely mounted 

cameras. The change in head orientaiion yields a change in the orientation of the remote 

cameras. The main objective of Telepresence is to transport the user to other locations; such 

as the underwater world, inside a nuclear reactor, on the m n ,  or even on Mars, 

The overali system experience is very similar to that of Virtual Reaiity. The inherent 

delays between head movements, camera movements and vide0 r e k h  rate al l  contribute to 

the tirne lag responsible for most of the side effects. 

Although similar in fûnction, and though most of the conclusions dram k m  one 

apply to the other, only Telepresence will be the subject of this thesis. Nonetheless, most of 

the analysis and concIusions can be applied in the context of W. 



2.3 Human Measuiiement Haidwarie 

Available hardware in the labofatory would provide 3D tracking of eye and head 

movements, and 2D actuation of each of 2 remote c a m e s  and a "head" (6D total). However, 

the main emphasis of this project was to explore feasible avenues to d u c e  the negative 

effets of delays in Telepmence. Hence, for the sake of simplicity without loosing the 

capacity to address the question at hand, the dimensions of the problem were reduced- In 

order to sirnpiify the real-time controller, the measurernent hardware and the remote system, 

the Telepresence system was implemented to interact only in yaw (ID). The measurement of 

the eyes' position was sirnpWed down to only the composite version and the measurement of 

the head was restticted to yaw (rotation amund the head's vertical axis). 

-Figure 2: Subject with Head and Eye Trackers 

23.1 Eye Tracking 

Several methods for measuring the position and velocity of the eyes currently exist. 

These include Electro-Oculography GOG) and infiand video monitoring. EOG was chosen 

for this project. 

EOG is the most frequently used technique for clinical and experirnental evaluaîion 

of eye movernents (position and velocity). This technique involves measuring the projektion 



of the polarized elecûic dipole of the eye globe dong a pair of electrodes. As the eye moves, 

the orientation of the electric dipole changes and so does its projection- It has been shown that 

the changes detected by electrodes placed in the peri-orbital area on each side of the eye are 

proportional to the amount of displacement of the globe through a cosine function. When the 

electrodes are phced on opposite sides of the head to measure the pooled effect of both eyes 

(version or conjugate movements), the EOG voltage is Linearly related to eye rotation up to 

approximately 50 degrees leftward or rightward h m  the midline. It can be recorded with 

little or no distoaion by the use of DC amplifiers, with a resolution of -2 degrees [22]. 

Another common measurement methoci involves monitoring eye position by infhred 

vide0 cameras using diachronie mirrorrs inserted between the lem and the eyes. This method, 

although it allows for the fiee movement of the head, does change the heads inertial 

characteristics m e r  very accurate techniques, such as coils embedded in contact l e m ,  

were not considered since they required an immobilized head, and are invasive. 

The EOG was chosen as a tracking system because of its simplicity and accuracy. 

The hardware used has little or no effect on the natural eye and head movements. The 

resultiug measurements are quite linear especially if only version is measured (the average of 

the eye positions is quivalent to the orientation of an eye in the center of the head). 

Figure 3 shows a sample of an EOG dbration c w e  (de- vs. volts). 



EOG Calibration (Degrees vs. Volts) 
1 

O 
Eyes Angle (Degrees) 

Figure 3: Sample of an EOG calibration cuwe (Degrees vs. Volts) 

2.3.2 Head TrackSng 

Xn order to localize the head in space, a head tracker measutes either the position or 

the velocity of the head. Measurements are provided either in ID, 2D or 3D. Different 

designs and methods are avdable. Cornmon techniques indude magnetic field sensors, 

M e r c y  Liquid level detectors and inertial sensors. 

An inexpensive co~~mercial magnetic field sensor (using earth's magnetic field) was 

initially testedl . The data obtained was highly contaminateci with noise and too sensitive to 

metal objets in the laboratory. Since oniy the head yaw was needed, a 1D inertial sensor was 

used instead. 

' Part of the i-Glasses made by Vio. 



The head inertiai sensor consists of two pairs of piezoelectnc beam-benduig 

elements, as shown in Figure 4. The sensor is aîîached to the head using a headband and 

outputs a signal proportional to the head's anguIar rotation rate. By integratîng the angdar 

velocity over tune, the angular position is obtained. The main disadvantage of this kind of 

sensor is the constant drift, however small over time. This drift can be overcome by re- 

centering the entire system at f5xed intervals. Another alternative for overcoming drift can be 

achieved by means of a magnetic compas also attached to the head[4]. 

Figure 4: Vorteq Head Sensor 

Figure 5 is a sampIe of a recorded head and eye movement over tirne, wbich clearly 

demonstrates the higher noise levels in the EOG signals. 



I 1 1 I t I 
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Figure 5: Sample of Head and Eyes Recording Showing Cleariy The High Noise Levels in The EOG 
Signals. 

2A Head Mounted Diilays 

Head-rnounted displays are a very convenient and practical way of presenting a 3D 

scene. HMDs are made of two smiill screens mounted on a headband dong with a head 

tracker to provide cornputer software with the orientation of the head to be used in the 

creation of the visual scene. Generdy speaking, HMDs have a relatively large field of view 

(typically 40 degrees horizontal and 20 degrees vertical). This field of view is obtauied at the 

expense of image quality (typical screen resolutions are below VGA 640x480). 

In Marran and Clifton[l4], four designs are proposed to implement a good HMD that 

decreases the system's focus conflicts and increases the user's cordort Ievel. (Pinhole optics, 

monocular lens addition combined with aniso-accommodation, chromatic bifocal and bifocal 

lem system, see fl4] for a complete d d p t i o n  of these systems). Only the adjustable and 



fixed systems were considered for our HMD system. Table 1 summarizes the relevant 

characteristics of these two system. 

Fixed focal distance lenses with hi& diopter power (+10D to 4 D )  can d o w  the 

user to &tain clear vision without forcing a lot of accommodation, This systern does not 

r e q k  any user training or preciise adjustments. Problems arise with this system when srnail 

discrepancies (by fault of manuf'turing) are introduced which the user cannot correct. These 

discrepancies include merences in diopter power of the two lenses, or inequality in the 

displacement between the two screens. 

In the adjustable lem system, the user is given the task of djusting for the 

manufactunng emrs encountered in the fïxed lem system which eliminate a l l  rd& 

problems. This kind of adjustment, however, requires some training. The user can also 

introduce simiiflant focusing enos (especiaily in Iow-resolution systems). 



Lenss ml distance I I Adjustable 

I 
- r - 

~t.r&pondant No Yes 

Rmquin tdning I No Yes 

Table 1 : Cornparison Behveen Fixed and Adjustable Lens Systems 

The next chapter will ciiscuss the c m n t  problems in Virtual EnvironmentS. 



As mentioned earlier, much research has been done and infornation is readily 

available with respect to the limitations and problems with current VR and Telepresence 

system designs. However, very iittle research has been done to correct a d o r  alleviate these 

problems and, of course, in order to improve upon a producf the product's problems and 

limitations must be thoroughly examined. 



3.1 Cunient RPMemdLllmbüoms 

3.1.1 DIspky issues 

Discrepancies in the design and mounting of fïxed lenses in the HMD c m  change the 

focal depths of projected images causiag the user to adjust accordingly, thexeby forcing short- 

and long-term fatigue and discomfort, In the adjustable Iens system where the user can adjust 

the distance between the screen and the lem, self-focusing features can also cause many 

symptoms of discoinfort and fatigue both short- and long-terin [14]. 

Screen resolution in HMDs tends to be poor. Most commercial uni& offer no more 

than a few thousand pixels per display (typically 300x200). This reduces Depth of Field 

O F )  tremendously. An equivaient effect in Telepresence is apparent when remote cameras 

are aot auto-focuseci but require manual acljustment thus limiting the DOF. 

Other display problems might be the low video r e b h  rate resuiting h m  the 

multiplexing of the two video images (to form a 3D signal). Typicdy, video r e h h  rates are 

in the 30 Hz range resulting in image flicker. 

3.1.2 Acwracy and Suscepübility to Noise 

Common commercial magnetic field head trackers tend to have lots of noise and are 

very susceptible to metallic objects or anything that has an electRc field surrounding it (Tl%, 

PC monitors, etc.). 

hertial sensors are used as head trackers by integrating angular velocity to obtain 

angdar position. htegration over time results in drifts due to a signal DC bias. Precise imertial 



sensors are also very sensitive to physical shocks and wsts for repair are usuaily exorbitant, 

making them commercialiy unsound. 

Using accelerometers as head trackers requires double integration (one for velocity 

and a second for position) which makes them very sensitive to DC b i s ,  causing large drifts. 

Hence, the amount of drift on the signal of interest is rnuch worse than that from inertial 

sensors. 

3.1.3LatencyandTirneLag 

As outlined in the section 2.2, VEs tend to have some inevitable delays built in. More 

often than not, one delay element is the head tracker. Inexpensive magnetic field head 

trackers have a large lag tirne, because of computational issues. Additional delay is 

introduced to the tracker signal when it is interfaced with the computer through an ES232 

(serial poit). Connection speeds are usually in the low 19600 Bauds producing a typical75 

Hz sarnpling rate. 

Scene update time is also a factor in determinhg the total latency time in 

Telepresence. It is equivaient to the time required to send a camera7s rnotor commands, for 

the motor to execute the commands, and for the video signal to retuni to the HMD. These 

delays c a .  vary h m  a few milliseconds to as large as a few seconds for very remote systerns 

(such as on Mars). In the case of VR, there is the time required for scene generation. 

There is no question that the side effects experienced by users of VR are caused by 

the t h e  Iag between the head movements and visuai scene updattes on the HMD [q[15]. 



MCumemtWorkinVE 

Constant work is being done to improve the overall experience of VE (especidy in 

Viaual Reality). New technologies allow for constant improvement of individual system 

components. These include the following: 

3.2.1 More camliarQbk HMD 

New designs for HMD are providing a more ergonomie and cornfortaMe setting for 

VE users. Lighter unïts mean that the user does not have to adapt to the additional weight. 

Wigher resolution displays produce a better viewing expaiene, as well as a better DOF. One 

such new HMD is the DYHMD-B2000 by DAEYANG EdkC which has an 8 0 0 x 6 0  points 

resolution at up to 75 Hz (www.personaldisplay.com). 

3.2.2BettersystefnDe8lgns 

For a Telepresence system, having remote cameras with auto-focus capability does 

increase the DOF coasiderably. The addition of a distance estimator via laser or radar sensors 

provides the possibility for adding a more nahiral variable vergence setting. Lighter cameras, 

and faster, more respomive motors reduce any mechanical vibration resulting £iom fast 

moves. 

For VR, faster processors produce smoother scene transitions with higher definition. 

Creating complex scenes (therefore or also) produce a more natural looking environment for 

the user. 

3.2.3BetterHeadtrackers 

E. Foxlin at the Sensory Co~~l~nunications Group is developing a new head tracker at 

M ï ï  Research Laboratory of Electronics with funding h m  NASA m. This ûacker offers 



many advantages such as fast updaîes and the fact that it is self-contauied giving it limitless 

range. The tracker is in essence an inertial tracker based on gyroscopes. The gyroscopes 

measure the angular changes directly with about one millisecond processing latency. 

The tracker does, however, have its limitations. The smaU and inexpensive 

components that make up the tracker are not always accurate. Due to integraiion of veiocity 

to obtain position, emrs accumulate and the tracker drifts a couple of degrees every minute. 

To compensate, the tracker contains a compass and an inclinometer, which peridcally take 

reference readings. Each time the user's head is still for a few moments, the tracker slowly 

mets itseIf to the orientation shown by the compass and the inclinometer. 

A similar head tracker is used for the purpose of this thesis. It does not include a 

compass or an inclinometer but is reset by the user when necessary. 



Zn order to implement the virtual environment, &vo cameras are used for the visual 

input. Their output is then combined using a 3D video multiplexer that feeds into the HMD 

video input mounted on the operator's head A sensor is used to track the velocity of the 

user's head, and its output is converteci to digital f o m  using an Analog to Digital (AD)  card 

and then processed by the CEV. The results of the computations are converted to analog 

voltage via a Digital to Analog @/A) card and are used to control the servomotors using the 

servo controllers. The servos dictate the orientation of the two cameras thus closing the loop. 

Figure 6 shows the different subsystems and how they are connected. 
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-Figure 6: Virtual Environment Systern 
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A l  -1 Computing Unit 

The centrai computing task is given to a Pentium 200 MHz MMX based personal 

computer with 128 Megabytes of Ram anci 4.5 Gigabytes of hard disk The operating 

software is Wmdows NT 4 with Service Pack 3. The hardware interface is achieved via 

National Instrument NIDAQ version 6.5 (This version of NIDAQ allows Wmdows NT 4 to 

interface two PC car& simultaneously). Code is WTitten in Mimsoft Visud Basic version 

5.0 with National Instrument Component Works vl.1 ActiveX controls are used for 

interfixing with NIDAQ. 

Another PC machine with a Pentium 133 MHz processor was used to provide visual 

targets for users. The visual images were projected using back-projection on a large screen 

made by 3M. 

4.2 Head Mounted Dilays 

For the display of 3D scenes, a Virtual VO ((www.vio.com) unit was used. The unit 

has a pair of k e d  lem displays, each with a resolution of 320x200 pixels. The typical field of 

view obviously depends on subjects and averages about 30 degrees in each eye. 

The unit has two modes of operaiion: cinematic or VR. When in VR mode, an RGB 

signal (computer vide0 output) serves as vide0 input. A head tracker attachecl to the unit 

provides head orientation (3 degrees of W o m ,  pitch, yaw and roll). When in cinematic 

mode, the unit utilizes a 3D NTSC multiplexed signal to form the images on the lefi and right 

displays. The unit serves only as a 3D display in this mode. The head tracker is detached h m  

the unit. Overail weight of the unit is approximately 250 g. 



Further investigation of the quality of the unit's intemal head tracker proved its data 

to be highly contamhted with noise. Furthemore the data transfer rate is not diable or 

efficient since it depends on the serial port of the cornputer -232). For al l  these rasons, the 

HMD unit is used only in cinematic mode with a separate head tracker. 

The HMD has the following manufacture specifïcations when in cinematic mode 

(vide0 only): 

m Heads-up sec through distortion-fk display 

ii Field of view : 30 degrees in each eye 

Fixed focus at 1 1 ' to rninirnize eyestrain 

m Requires no IPD adjustment 

m Can be wom with eyeglasses 

Two full coIor 0.7" LCDs 

hput: 1 NTSC chamel, field sequential 

Resolution: 180,000 pixels per LCD panel 

Weight: 8 ounces 

a Clipon immersion visor 

Video Single Channel RCA input 



Tme stereoscopic imaging 

= Field sequential - flicker fi-ee 

43 Head Tracker 

An ARS-C141-1AR8P-600 unit based on the Watson angular velocity sensor and on 

the VORTEQ module (part of the VORTEQ VOR measmement system) was used as a head 

tracker. The tracker is based on an inertial sensor. The output of the unit is integrated to 

obtain a head angular position. 

The output of the angular velocity tracker is an analog voltage with a linear range of 

+lOVcorresponding to either a00 or +600 deg/s (switch-dependent). A DC component at 

the output must be subtracted to minimke the drift at the output of the integration (see Figure 

7- 

The angdar velocity tracker is used only to measure the horizontal component of 

head movements (yaw). In order to measure the pitch and roll, two more wodd be needed 

The sensor has the following characteristics: 

Hat fiequency response fkom DC up to 8 Hz. 

Sensitivity of -+600 deg or k2ûû deg at fidl scale (A10 V). 

Linearity of O. 1 % full scale. 

Averagd measured DC bias -25 mV. 

Radius of rotation independent. 
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rn High Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). 

DC Bias 

.Figure 7: Velocity lntegration Logic to Estimate Head Position frorn Transducer's Output 
(Fs = Sarnpiing Frequency) 

4.4 EOG 

One stage in the study required the measurement of both head and eye position of 

human subjects during natural gaze shifts to quant@ operator's dynarnic (refer to 

section 6.6). The angular position of the eyes was obtained using the EOG. Section 2.3.1 

explains its principle of operaiion. 

The EOG signal is obtained using disposable electrodes made by Physiometnx Inc 

(Hydrotrace Electrodes, MA). These eIectmdes have very good surface-skin contact thanks to 

a special gel. The electrodes feed into a £irst stage instrumentai amplifier. The DC bias of the 

signai is eliminated on request (via a push-button or TLL binary voltage) using an integrator 

connected between the output of the instrumental ampiüier and its reference input. The 

output of the first stage amplifier feeds into an optic. buffer. The purpose of this optical 

bmer is to eliminate the feedback currents so as not to put the human subject in danger. 

Finally, the signal feeds into a final instrumental amplification stage with controilable gain 

and another DC bias eliminating integratm. The optical buffer chip supplies ail the power 

needs of the amplifier stages in order to M e r  reduce the risks of current leaking. 



Before samphg the amplified EOG signals, anti-aliasing filters are used to attenuate 

the frequency content of the signal above 60 Hz. The 0 Hz cut-off frequency is chosen to 

d u c e  the 60 H i  electric humming present everywhere whiie preserving all the fiequency 

content of the EûG (less than 30 Hz). 
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Figure 8: Anti-aliasing Filters, Power Supply and Termination Box for Signal Conditioning Before 
Sarnpling of EOG Signais in Human Operator Study 

The complete EOG conditionhg system is  designecl to be modular. The preamplifier 

stage is contained (in pairs) in a single box that connects to a main power supply box aiso 

contauiing the anti-aliasing filters. Two preamplifier boxes can be connecteci to the anti- 

aliasing box to provide a complete eye tracking system (horizontal and vertical for each eye). 



A reference signal is shared among all amplifies. The main power supply box also provides 

a convenient one-connecter plug to the A/D acquisition card dong with moni to~g  BNC 

comectors (Figure 8). 

The entire EOG hardware was designed and buiIt in our laboratory. Next is the 

complete description of this system comprised of a preamplifïer unit and a termination box 

containhg anti-aliasing fiIters and power supply. 

4.4.1 EOG PrisamplincN 

. Figure 9: EOG Preamplifier Circuit Diagram 

The EûG preampmer is provided with an auto-nulhg feahur because of the high 

propensity for drift in signals fiom surface elecaodes. The auto-nulling feature is used in 

practice by having the subject stare at a reference point and pressing the hand-held switch for 

a few seconds. This will cause the capacitors across A2 and A4 to find voltages that will 



generate a zero output voltage. When the subject's EOG baseline potential drifts, he or she 

can again stare at the reference and nuil the preampiifie~s. Note tha& characteristic drift in the 

EOG potential is minimal after 20-30 minutes h m  fïrst placing the electrodes. 

The auto-nulling prearnpiifier consists of four sections: an input preamplifier 

incorporating the first part of the auto-nulhg circuit, an isolation amplifier which also 

includes two A15 volt isolateci power supplies, a .  output amplifier which incorporates the 

second part of the auto-aulling ckuiûy, and a relay driver. 

The relay driver is designed to puil in the relay coi1 when the input potential reaches 

Tn high level-about 2.5 volts. If a switch is inserted into the 1/8th inch stem jack, the 

voltage at pin 4 (of the D-Sub comector) will rise to 15 volts. The 2N3904 transistor will 

saturate, turning on the 2N3905 transistor, and pullhg in the relay. 

In the part of the circuit involving Al and A2, relay contacts 1 4  close when the relay 

is activated. The voltage on pin 5 of Aï, which is an instrumentation amplifier, appears at the 

output of Al. (Recall that the equation of an instrumentation amplifier is 

V,, = Gain (V ' - V- )+ V~ .) The lûûR resistor sets the gain at 500. A2 is an integrator. 

When relay contacts 1-4 are closed, any voltage on the output of Al will cause a current to 

flow in the look resistor comected to pin 2 ofA2. A2 is an ahost perfect opamp, so no 

current flows into pin 2. It can only flow into the capacitor. Pin 6, the output of A2, will have 

to move in the opposite polarity of the voltage on the output of Al. This voltage is added to 

the output voltage of Al  and b ~ g s  the voltage a .  the output of Al closer to zero volts. A2s 

voltage continues to change until no c m n t  flows into the capacitor. At this point, the output 



voltage of A l  must be zero. In other words, any voltage generated at the output of Al by an 

input voltage between pins 2 and 3 has been nulled. The subject can now release the button to 

open the relay contacts- Part one of the nuihg has been accomplished. 

A2 is almost perfect, but some current will flow into or out of pin 2 causing the 

capacitor voltage to drift Notice that the output of Al goes to a voltage divider, so thai only 

90% of its voltage goes into the input of the isolation amplifier. The input stage is configured 

as a non-inverting amplifier having a gain range of 1 to 1.2. Coupled with the attenuation of 

the voltage divider, the total gain is then adjustable h m  0.9 to 1.08. Not only wiU the input 

voltage be adjustable over this gain range, but the drift rate of the capacitor wiU also be 

adjustable. 

The AD210 isolation amplifier will transfer the voltage at the output of the input o p  

amp to the output opamp at pin 1. The signai then goes through a passive 1 kH5 filter into 

pin 2 of the second instrumentation amplifier, A3. Notice that the gain of A3 is adjustable in 

ten steps of 3 dB. Pin 2 is the inverting input The reference @in 5) is connected to zen, volts. 

Pin 3, the non-inverting input, is C O M ~ C ~ ~  to another integrator. The output voltage of A3, 

then, is V,, = Gain (v' - V2 ) . 

The same concept is used to generate a nulled output voltage at A3: when the relay 

contacts dose, the capacitor charges up to a voltage that produces a zero output ftom A3. The 

circuit is slightly different however. Instead of sencihg the nulling voltage to the reference, it 

goes into the non-inverthg input of A3. As A2 and A4 drift, imagine both of them drifting 

together so that the ciifference wiii be zero. 



Let the gain of Al be G1. 

The gain of the attenuator-non-inverter is G2. 

The gain of A3 is G3. 

The input offset is Vin-offset. 

The drift of A2 is A2(t). 

The offset at the output of the isolation amplifier is Visu-offset and the drift of A4 is A4(t). 

The output voltage f?om A3 is Vout. 

Thus, the equation of the output is: 

Now the reason for the adjustability of G2 is apparent, If A2 and A4 are seIected so 

that they have very similx drift characteristics, the siight clifference c a .  be multiplied by G2 

so that the hst two tenns of the equation canceI each other. The se1ection is not at ail dîffiicult 

because the opamps are laser-tRmmed and are alI very similar to each other. The gain 

adjustment is also necessary because of tolerances in the values of the two capacitors. 

4.5 DIA and AID 

Two National Instrument acquisition car& are used to perform all analog and digital 

IIO operations. The DAQCard-AI-16E-4 for the input, and the DAQ-1200 for the output 

The DAQCard-AI-16E-4 card has a total of 16 single-ended analog input lines, which 

can also be used as eight differential analog inputs (total of three input modes: differential, 

referenced, and non-referenced). AU input gains are software-controllable and are 



customizable per input channel. For the purposes of measuring the EOG and the head 

velocity signais, the card is configurecl as 16 single-ended, not referenced channels (NREF). 

For a compIete list of available modes, see Table 2. 

Along with its analog inputs, the card is also equipped with eight digital V 0  ports that 

can be confïgured and used independently ofeach other. Digital output line O is used to 

activate the EOG preamplifier auto-nulling feaîure; digital input h e  1 is used to monitor the 

hardware auto-nirLling switch; and digital input line 2 is used to monitor a switch that can be 

used as a convenient set or reset button. 



Signal Source Type 

Floating Signal Source 

Figure 1 O: Floating differential 
signal with bias resistor 

Figure 12: Floating ground signal 
to ground referenced input 

Figure 14: Nonreferenced single 
ended input with bias resistor 

Grounded Signal Source 

Figure 1 1 : Grounded differential 
input signal 

Figure 13: Grounded signal to 
single ended ground referenced 

input (not recommended) 1 
AIGND 

Figure 15: Nonreferenced single 
ended input to grounded signal 

source 

Table 2: Input Modes for DAQCard-Al4 GE-4 Card 

The DAQ-1200 card has two analog outputs and eight analog inputs. The eight digital 

y0 lines form a single port that can either be set to input or output mode. Ail output and input 

chamels have independent softwarecontrolled gains. The card output line O is used to 

control the bead servo comrnand voltage. The output line is conligurecl to be in the bipolar 

mode with a range gain of 1 for an effective voitage range of 35 V. 



Both cards are used in single point mode (send a request and wait for response). The 

two car& sustain a total of 300Hz samphg rate real-tirne. 

46  Rdrot Head 

The robot head semes as the remote version of the human user. Its main purpose is to 

orient the two cameras in the desired direction. The robot head is comprised of the servo 

motors used to move the cameras and the servo controller used to convert analog voItages 

fiom the D/A card to pulse commands for the motors. 

46.1 Sewo Motorr 

The design of the "Robot Head" aiiows for six degrees of fkeedom: Two for the 

"Head" and two for each of the 'Eyes". Figure 16 shows the schematic for the Robot Head 

and its 6 degrees of W o m .  

Right Eye Yaw Left Eye Yaw 

I I 

Figure 16: Robot Head and its 6 Degrees of Freedom 
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The onginal design of the robot head was to use all six degrees of fkedom but due to 

the limitation of the D/A carci, a maximum of two rnotors cm be contmlled simultaneously 

via the computing host. For the purposes of a simple Telepresence system, only the head 

motor needs to be contm11ed via software. This is done only in the horizontal plane, thus a 1D 

design is obtained for yaw update. 

For the 1D Telepresence system, the robot head is composed only of the head yaw 

servomotor. The two eye servomotors are used to adjust the version-set-point for each user 

and thereafter remah £ i x d  

Head 

Futaba S3101 Torque: 2.2Kgkm 

Speed: 0.22 m0 

Size (W/H/L): 13/27/28 mm 

Weight: 17g 

Range: 180" 

Torque: 2.2Kgkm 

Speed: 0.22 s/60° 

Size (W/H/L): 33/19/39 mm 

Weight: 49g 

Range: 180" 

-Table 3: Head and Eye Servo Motors' Characteristics 



46.2s.NoContrdkr 

The servomotors controllhg cameras and robot head are active devices, meaning that 

they requk constant dxiving or they return to their neutral setting (center position). They are 

controiled via a variable pulse width signal. A servo controller is used to convert analog 

signals to valid pulse signals. The fidl description of the servo controller can be found in [19]. 

In short, they provide 256 levels of orientation over a span near 180 degrees. 

The servo controller is synchronized using a standard NTSC video signal h m  one of 

the cameras. The cot~esponding refksh rate is thus set to 6ûHi. The input signal is calibrated 

to that of the bipolar output of the DAQ-1200 card: therefore,-SV corresponbs to one 

extreme while the +5V corresponds to the other and the center position is obtained by a OV. 

47 Cameras 

Two Elmo miniature camera systems form the eyes of the Telepresence system The 

two cameras are mounted on the servomotors and their orientation is contro11ed via the servo 

controllers. 

The Elmo camera system consists of a controller unit MN4ûlE dong with a C- 

Mount CCD camera head to which a C-mount lem can be attached. The characteristics of 

this system are listed below: 

i 40,ûûûpixelsCCD 

i 9 Shutter speeds 116û-1/10000 

i Full Automatic White BaIance control and manual setting 



Separate camera 

LntemaVExternal Synchronization 

60Hz NTSC output signal 

Camera head weighs 16g without a lem and 75g with a lem (without the 

extension cable) 

In order to provide a field of view through the HMD close to normal by matching the 

Aperture 
Field of View 
Focushg Distance 

field of views of the HMD and lem, the 7.5m.m focal distance lem was chosen (the visual 

scene actually appears slightly fuaher away than it is supposed to, but remains within 

-Table 4: Effects of Lens Focal Distance on Camera Properties 

1: 1.8 
88.6"~115.8" 
1Omm- 

4.8 3D Video Multiplexer 

In order to provide the HMD with its required 3D NTSC field sequential signal, the 

1:1.6 
38.4-48.2" 
20m.m- 

video signals produced by the two cameras must be synchronized and combined together. 

The syncbronizaiion part is wmpleted by feeding the output of one camera into the extemal 

synchronization of the other camera creating genlocked cameras (a rnaster-slave 

configuration). 



A VREX Inc. stem Multiplexer VR-MUX1 is used to combine the genlocked vide0 

signals into a one field sequential signal thaî feeds into the HMD. The output signal for each 

eye is thus refkshed at half the reftesh rate of the original NTSC signal (30Hz). 

Foilowing the description of the hardware used in this project, the software for closed 

loop Telepresence will be presented in the following chapter. 



Traditionally, the orientation of a 3D camera system whether in VR or in 

Telepresence is dictated directly by the orientation of the head. Despite delays between the 

acquired movements of the head acd the scene change, no compensation is used. 

Research on the VOR has shown that any delays greater than lOOms between the 

movement of the head and changes in scene are perceivable. As described in section 3.1.3, 

one of the major components reducing comfort in Virtual Enviroments is the system lag or 

delay. 

In this thesis, an alternative controller based on the Proportional Derivative controller 

will be proposed and used in an attempt to reduce any time lag present in the VE system, to 

increase the o v e d  level of comfort. 

Fit, a mathemafical mode1 of the VE system will be presented to allow simulation 

tests of potential controIiers. Then a traditional proportional controller wiil be described dong 

with its known limitations and problerns. Finally, an alternative contmller based on the 

Proportional Derivative scheme will be proposed and described. The focus here is to 

minimi7P. the effects of delays. No compensation for hardware or hurnan dynamics will be 

provided. 

The foilowing conventions wiU be used through out the rest of this thesis: 

h(t) repments human head orientation around its axis in space with respect to a 

fixed reference (degrees). 



m v(t) represents head velocity as measured by the Head Tmcker and sampled by 

A/D (Volts), 

m x(t) represents the estimated head position afkr integrating of v(t) (Volts). 

w y(t) represents the servomotor position command as computed by the system 

controlier (Volts). 

p(t) represents the actual servomotor position around its axis in space with respect 

to the same head reference orientation (degrees). 



ai M system M#kliw 
This section d e s c n i  the methods useà to generare fidl simulation of the 

Telepresence system. The intent is to test the effects of several contro1Iers in the context of a 

simulation of the Telepresence systern Using a model of gaze control to simuiate the human 

operator, including Vestibule-Ocdar Refiex, a complete Telepresence system model can be 

synthesized and simdated. 

I 
Head Orientatio- 

Physical 
Target 

0. Robotlc Haid E. HMD 

C. Delay B. Host Cornputer SensorA. Head Tracker 
Noise 

Figure 17: Telepresence System 

A. Velocity sensor head tracker. B. Host cornputer with the controller. C. Transportation Delay. D. Sewo 
controller, sewornotors and carneras (Robotic head with Eyes). E. Head Mounled Displays 

Figure 17 shows a schematic of a Telepresence system. This system is comprised of 

several subsystems. The hardware subsystems are all described in Chapter 4. Here the focus 

is on software controller and îhe human operator model. More detailed information on 

dynamic models of the hardware components ae presented in Chapter 6. 

The samphg rate of the system is set at 250 Hz. The normal Bandwidth (BW) of the 

human head is usuaüy in the 5 Hz range, and the normal BW of human eyes is ordinariiy 



under 30 EIz. Hence, the selected 250 EIz sarnpling rate insures that head and eye bandwidths 

are fully covered. 

One important point about this system is the feedback loop h m  the human subject to 

the HMD unit. Since the HMD is physidy attached to the human head with the target 

located on the HMD (vide0 image), any rotation of the human head will resdt in an 

quivalent movement of that target in the same direction. This is illustrated in Figure 18. This 

effect is opposite to that of the carneras mounted on the robotic head; hence, it is subtracted in 

the Telepmence schemaiic. 

-Figure 18: Effect of Head Movement on HMD's Target Spatial Location 

Note that other VR systems c m  be just as easily described and modeled by applying 

the folIowing changes to the Telepresence Mode1: 

oeTarget Posiiion 
f3=Head Rotation 
d=Nw Target Position 



Robotic head becornes cornputer-generated scene function of Software 

ControUer output 

No need for the D/A phase 

Transmission and reception delays become scene generation delay, a 

fiinction of scene cornplexity and cornputer performance. 

The host unit includes everything up to the HMD unit 

5 2  Gaze m J J e r  

Many gaze control schemes have been proposecl to model human eye-head 

coordination, and the role of the VOR. A non-linear gaze controuer developed by Dr. EL. 

Galiana at McGill University will be used to irnplement a simulateci human (refer to [8] for a 

full description of this model). The main purpose of this controuer is to align the head and the 

eyes dong a visual target over time in a manner similar to humans. The gaze controller 

assumes a single conjugate eye located at the same location as the head axis. 

Head Position 
Visual Target Gaze Controller 

Eyes Position 

Figure 19: Gaze Controller 

This modeling approach has previously been used to control a binocular robot on a 

mobile head [lg 3. The model is reproduced in Figure 20, where the dashed lines represent 

activation of circuits elements only during saccades and the reminder of the circuit coordinaîe 

eye and head interactions during target fixation or slow pursuit. 



a Figure 20: Simulink Model of Hurnan Gaze Controller. Shaded box is a Switch Controlling the Release of 
Saccades. 

A typid head and eye response is illustrated in Figure 21 where the gaze controller is 

pnsented with a relatively large target. The parameter set used in the simulation here consists 

of the foiiowing: 

th=l.O 
i tv=2.0 
i sg=3.0 
i gain = 4.0 
i SAT=20.0 

The trajectories could be tuned with different parameters to provide any desirecl final 

contributions (steady state) of eyes and head to the gaze shift, and appropriate saccadic 

dynamics, in order to match the behavior of any huma. without changing the model 

structure. Eventuaily this could be used to model the human operator in more advanced 



Telepresence systems. Here it is used only to compare the performance of potential software 

conttoUer in reducing the effects of &lays. 

Gaze Controller response to Large 
60 

- .  
I I I 1 I I 1 r r 

1 - Target 1 
Head Position 

Figure 21 : Gaze Controller's Nomal Response to a Large Visual Target (50 degrees) 

5.3 Head Teacker Tiansducer Compensation 

Since the head tracker is a velocity sensor, its output voltage is expressed in tenns of 

the head rotation as follows: 

where v is the sampled angular head velocity, and h is the head position. When 

expressed in z-domain the p n x a h g  equation becomes: 



Which results in a transfer hct ion thaî is: 

The analytical function representing the velocity integrator used to compensate for the 

head tracker trausducer is expressed as foUows: 

Where x is sensor voltage and y is estimated head position in sensor units. When 

expressed in the sampled domain this equation becomes: 

This can'be expressed graphidy by the following figure. 



Head h r  
Dc Bias 

O Figure 22: lntegration of Head Tracker Velocity to O btain Position 

The system tramfer function is expressed as the output function over the input: 

Figure 23 shows the step lesponse of such a transfer function whïle Figure 24 shows 

its fiequency response (based on discrete system simulation). 
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figure 23: lntegrator Step Response 

Bode Diagrams 

Frequency (Hz) 

0 Figure 24: Frequency response of the Implernented lntegrator 



Assuming perfect servomotors -ones thai respond instantly to any position command 

when the head tracker îransfer function combines with the Proportional ControIler tramfer 

function- dl poles and zeros cancel out yielding an all-pass zero phase tramfer functioa The 

resulting system transfer function causes any rotations of the subject's head to result in a 

resembling rotation of the servomotors equai to it in amplitude and phase. 

Bode Diagrams 
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-Figure 25: Frequency Response of Combined Head Tracker and Proportional Controller 



lm- 

The software code flowchart of the controuer is shown in Figure 26. A special 

capability to reset the bias in the digital integraior was embedded using one of the digital 

ports of the A/D. 

The source code required to implement this compensator and user interface is 

provided in Appendix A. 

Note the implementation of a manual met capabaty using a mechanical switch 

monitored by a digital port on the A D  card. The importance of such capability anses h m  

the constant drift caused by the integration of the DC bias of the head tracker. 
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Figure 26: Proportional Controller Code Flowchart 



SaRoportionalConbdIer 

5A1 Description 

The main purpose of a controlier is to drive the output of its target system to a desired 

state based on contmller input. The input in this simplest case is the estimated head position 

extracted £rom the velocity sensor. The output of the controller is a command voltage that 

drives the servomotors to a desired position through the DIA card ninning at the same 

samphg rate as the A/D card (250Hz). 

As descn'bed in section 4.6, the voltage input of the servo controller is translated to 

rotation degrees following a hear  relation: [-N, 5V]+[-W,45°]. The voltage output of the 

ve1ocity sensor is also related to head movement by a linear relation: [-IOV, 10VJ+[-6ûû0/s, 

rnO/s]. 

Assume an idealistic world where no ddays or non-lhekties exist Simply scaling 

the input to match its range with that of the output should produce the controlier's desired 

effect: rotating the human head by a certain amount results in the movements of the robotic 

head by that same amount. Here no compensation for servomotor dynamics is provided since 

their BW is even larger than that of human head movements. 

5.4.2KnownUmMatbns 

If simplicity in coding is a main factor in the selection of a controlier, the Proportional 

Contloller represents the perfect ch-. However, th is  type of contdier h a  the following 

disadvantages: 



1) No protection against sensor noises. This can be overcome a .  the expense of 

adding au anaiog filter just before the data acquisition board, but this can reduce 

the overail BW of the velocity sensor, meaning that certain quick head moves 

will not be observed. 

2) An inaccuraie DC bias c m  cause the cuirent estimated head position to drift at a 

constant rate and depending on the emr size, this drift can be quite large taking 

into consideration the hi& sampling rate. The DC bias of the velocity sensor can 

also change over time due to a number of factors, such as ambient temperature 

and insufficient averaging time. This sensor-related problem has no real solution 

but several workarounds. A longer averaging thne can provide a more accurate 

reading of the bias. A manual reset button cm aUow the user to reset the system 

to center position, but this reduces the automation of the system. As mentioned in 

section 3.2.3, adding a magnetic compass to realign the system c m  bring the need 

for user intervention to a minimum. 

3) Ideally, the fiequency response of the entire head to robot system shodd be thai 

of an aii-pass with zero degrees phase lag. However, the velocity sensor and the 

servomotors are not perfect systems with built-in delays and noise c o n ~ a t i o n .  

Any transmission delays between the head tracker and the proportional coniroller 

will be added to those between the proportional controller and the servomotors. 

The resulting system will then have an all-pass behavior with phase lag. This can 

be expressed mathematically using a fkst order Padé approximation of a delay 



eiement T (s) = '-"'+' . For a 100 ms-transmission dela.  The transfer P'b + 1 

function of the Padé function is shown in Figure 27. As expected, the function 

has a constant amplitude response and a phase lag that increases with fkquency. 

Transfer function of Padé Approximation of Delay Element (1 00ms) 

1 o" 1 O' 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 27: Frequency Response of First Order Padé Approximation of a Delay Element 

The transmission delay issue described above contributes the major discomfoa factor 

in VE. Classicai control theory proposes several alternative controllers one of which is the 

Proportional Derivathe (PD) controller. 

5.5 RPportional Derhrative ConbPiler 

To compensate at least for transmission delays in TeIepresence, an alternative to the 

proportional controlller will be presented. The proposed controller is based on the classic 

Proportional Derivative (PD) scheme. 



5k1 Ds+criptkn 

The PD controIIer û nothing moxe than a predictive controiler that is based on past 

inputs. and which attempts to predict the biture input in order to compensate for system 

delays. The proposed controller is an extension to the proporfional controller desmi  in 

section 5.3 which relies directly on the past and present estimate of head rotaiion. The PD 

controller wiU be analyzed and its input will be in terms of the rotation angles of the head as 

produced by the velocity integrator. 

When designhg a predictive controller, one must look at the number of past input 

points used. A large nurnber of points will produce a more accurate but sluggish response. A 

small number of sarnpIed input points wiU be more sensitive to sensor noise and may not be 

as accurate. Another factor in the design of a PD contmIler is the gain associated with the 

differential part of the controlIer. A large gain will resdt in the output overshooting the 

desired trajectory for high-firequency input, while small gains will be insigniscaut compared 

to the proportional component. 

5S.2 Fum=tion Anaiysïs 

Iii the time domain, the PD controller's output is described as a function of its input 

in the following manner: 

dx(t) dt K = Gain Factor y(t)= ~ ( t ) +  K -- 
dt 

Or expressed in tenns of sampled data: 



y [il = x[i]+ K -Ax[i] K = Gain Factor 

y[i] = xW+ K. (x[i]-  x[i - 1) 
(9) 

The proposed controlier uses three past input points to determine the output and is 

described next: 

When examined in the fiequency domain: 

The transfer function of the system is as follows: 

The graphical representation of the proposed predictor is shown in the following 

figure- 



Figure 28: Graphical Representation of Proportional Controller 

The schematic describes a digital filter that uses the c m n t  sampled position dong 

with three previous points to compute servomotor position command. The gains of the Mters 

are (1+K1+K2+K3), -KI, -K2, and -K3. 

Figure 29 shows the step -me of such a system while Figure 30 shows its 

fi-equency response, and demonstrates the sensitivity of the overshoot to the selected 

parameter set. 
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Figure 29: PD Controller Step Response 
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The proposed controller uses three previous input points produced by the velocity 

integrator to determine where the next input will be. Additions to input points will obviously 

produce a more accurate prediction, but at the expense of extra delay. The selection of the PD 

gains is a fiinction of the expected overall delay tirne. A larger delay implies a larger gain set. 

The complete code section for the PD controuer is ciescnaed in Appendur B. 

Velocity Senso 
Voiîage 

1 Proportional 
Controller 

Queue Buffer a 
y b] = x[i] 

Gain Set 
+ K, - (+]- [i- 1) 
+ K2 -(x[i]-[i-2J) 

+ K2 -(x[i]- [i - 3D 

Servo Controlier 0 
&igure 31: Proportional Derivative Controller Code Flowchart 

Unfortunately, the PD controller is not the magical solution to ail  delay problems. It 

too has limitations and known problems: 



1) The PD controller is highly sensitive to sensor noise. Any extraneous noise will 

be amplifieci by the derivative component of the controiier. This can be observexi 

as servomotor vibrations. Attempting to reduce the amount of sensory noise using 

lowpass flters increases the system phase lags, thereby contradicting the original 

objective. Fortunaîely, the Head velocity sensor used in this project does have a 

high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and hence the amount of servomotor vibration 

is unnoticeable. 

2) As seen in Figure 30, a PD controller with a fixeci set of parameters only adds a 

constant phase lead over a certain range of £kquencies. For different transport 

and reaction delays, different parameters set must be impllemented. This process 

is more or less a manual process. The parameters of the PD controller must be 

manuaIly adjusted in order to obtain a suitable frequency and step response, for 

each intended application and user. 

3) From Figure 29, it is clear that the PD controller wilI cause the servomotors to 

overshoot their target considerably when attempting to compensate for large 

delays. The user of the VE system rnay or may not be able to tolerate this 

overshoot. Generally speakllig, as long as the total number of points used in the 

PD coniroller is kept low, the servomotors will be dnven fast enough back to the 

desired position. Moreover, the overshoots resulting h m  the use of the PD 

controller might not be as detectable thanks to the fkquency response of the 

servomotors which behave as low p a s  fïïters. 



4) The ability of the PD controller to cope with any type of servomotor is both an 

advantage and a disadvantage. On one hand, it is unïversal and is independent of 

the servomotor response. On the other han& it does nothing to irnprove 

servomotor weaknesses, such as vibration and other mechanical limitations. This 

issue however is not of great importance since typicai servomotors usually have 

good performance in the bandwidth of the human head. 



Tbis chapter includes the results of different performance tests applied to both the 

Proportional ControIler and the Proportional Derivative Controlier. These include both 

objective and subjective measures of evaluaîïon. 

System identification was used to evaluaîe the results of experiments relying on 

MATLAB v5.3 with System Identification, Control. and Signal Pnxzssing toolkits. The 

Simulink tool in MATLAB provides a way of simulating the VE system with the software. 



In order to select the initial gain settings of the PD controiIer, simulation of the 

V h a l  Environment is required The human gaze controiier within the VE system is 

presented with a 50 degrees spatial target. The VE system's parameters are set to simulate the 

des* environment, notably the system's total delay, and the resdting gaze shift is recorded. 

Ideally7 the gaze controller's response with the VE system should be the sarne as that it would 

produce naturaüy. The PD controlier's main objective is to bring back that response to the 

idealistic one or at least as close as possible. 

The following figures describe the process. Note that Figure 32 represents the 

idds t ic  situation where the VE system's response is quivalent to an a l l  pass filter with no 

phase lag, that is the human gaze controlier in a nahual context. Figure 33 shows the e f k t  of 

the VE system with the simple propoaional controller on the gaze SM. The npple effkct is 

due to the delay in the visual feedback: system poles are now complex. Figure 34 shows the 

PD controller with the ideal gain settings that brïng back the gaze shift close to its original 

shape. Figure 35 shows the mdts of further increasing the PD controller gains. The overail 

system becornes over-damped. Figure 36 and Figure 37 show the simulation of the system 

with an additional 200 ms transmission and reception delay. 



-Figure 32: Normal Gaze Controller Response 

-Figure 34: Gaze Controller Response with PD 
Controller (Gains 3/1/0) 

Figure 36: Gaze Shift with PC and additional 
200ms Delay 

-Figure 33: Gaze Controller Response under 
Proportional Controller 

-Figure 35 : Gaze Controller Response with PD 
Controller (Gains 5/3/1) 

-Figure 37: Gaze Shift with PD (Gains=42/1) and 
additional 200ms Delay 



Clearly the PD contmller alIows a return to near normal gaze trajectories. However 

the optimal parameter set is dependent on the delay to be compensated for and on the 

dynamics of the human operator. 

=-mMethoddogy 

6.2.1 StatmkalAnaIyds 

Cross correlation techniques are primarily used to describe the sequential structure of 

a signal or signals. They provide a mean of deducing repeatability within a signal or 

determining similarity between two or more signais. 

F i  start by defining the rh moment of a signal about the ongin: 

p; = E[x']= xr .  f (x)  Where f(x) is the distribution of x 
X 

pi is called the Mean of the distribution of x, or simply the mean of x and is 

henceforth denoted by ,U . 

The rh moment about the mean of the random variable x is defined as follows: 

The second moment about the mean of a random variable is indicative of the spread 

or dispersion of the distribution of that randorn variable and is usudy known as the Variance 

of the distribution of x or simply the variance of x and is denoted as a = var(x) = p, . The 

square root of the variance or o is well known in statistics as the Standard Deviation of the 

distribution of the random signal x. 



Since the mean of a sampled signal x will &pend on the sampls taken, it is safer to 

ostïmatœ the mean of a signal rather than to specifjl it. This implies that the tme mean of a 

signal is usually within some intemal & < p c P, with a probability equal to 

P& c p < ji) = 1 -a. Such an intemal is cakd (1-a)*lûO% Confidence Interval, with the 

fraction l-a called the Confidence Coefficient or the Degree of Confidence, and the ji, and 

A cded the upper and lower confidence limits. The confidence interval for an estimatecl p 

with a standard deviation a can be computed using the foiiowing formula [a: 

Note that for 1 ~ 3 0 ,  becornes practically independent h m  n. The t-function is 

The Auto-Correlation function of a signal x(t) is defined by the following equation: 

The Auto-Covariance fùnction is defined in a similar manner to the auto-correlation 

function but with the mean of the signal removed, which makes it a much betîer choice for 

analysis. 

Note that for a zero mean signal, the auto-covariance and the auto-correlation 

functions are identical. The relation between the auto-covariance and the auto-correlation 



fiinctions is simply c,[m] = R, [ml- P:. Note also that for the zen, lag (m=û), the auto- 

covariance function is quivalent to the variance of the signai x. 

The nonnalized version of the auto-correlation is h o w n  as the Auto-Correlation 

Coefficient Function (ACCF) and is defined as: 

The ACCF is the most useful of all three correlation fùnctions because it is mean and 

amplitude independent The values of the ACCF are usuaiiy interpreted as the conelation 

within the signal itself. The values of the ACCF range h m  1, representing a complete 

correlation to -1; representing a completely negaîive correlation, passing by O which 

represents no correlation. 

While the auto-conelation functions are used to examine the relationships withùi a 

signal, the cross-correlaîion hctions are used to detemine the relationship between two 

signals. They follow the same defiaition [13]: 



The last function is the Cross-Correlation Coefficient Function (CCCF), which is the 

representation of the correlation between the two signals x and y with the same interpretation 

of that of ACCF. The value of the CCCF at zero lag ( m a )  will be unity oniy if the two 

signals x and y are identical to within a scde factor. The unity value of the CCCF at a lag 

position different than zero represents the time displacement between the two signals: 

positive lag represents a delay and negative lag represents a predictive system. 

The mean estimaîe and confidence intervals will be used primarily to examine the 

performance of subjects under different controliler conf&u.rations, whereas the conrelation 

techniques will be used to evaluate the system performance using different controller 

configuratiom but with no human interference. 

6.2.2 Fmquem=yRespome Estimation 

Given certain input and a resulting output, system identification can be used to 

detemine the governing dynamic relationship. The MAT- identification tooikit is used to 

perfonn such a task Several options are implemented in this tooIkit, including the ARX 

parametric model, spectral model based on the Blackman-Tukey or the Smoothed Fourier 

Transform, or a correlation model. The ARX parameûic model is used since it is quite 

flexible and is very suitable for linear system modeling. 

The ARX model is a hear  difference equation that relates the input x[n] to the 

output y[n] in the presence of white noise W[n] as foilows: 



The size of the diffe~nce equation is thus &terminai by the three parameters: n, a, 

and nk. Note that n, is the number of ples, ~ + l  is the number of zeros, and nk is the pure 

time delay (the dead tirne) in the system. For a sarnpled data contml system, typ idy  ne1 if 

there is no dead time [12]. 

System identification comes into play in an attempt to determine the two arrays of 

coefficients ai and & for a given n, nb, and nk. There are two methods to estimate the 

coefscients and bi: h t  Squares (LS) and Instrumental Vanables 0. [12] 

In the least squares method, the sum of the squares of the Right Hand Side (RHS) of 

the ciifference equation minus the sum of that of the Left Hand Side (LHS) is brought to a 

minimum with respect to ai and &. 

For the IV method, coefficients ;ti and bi are computed so that the enors (RHS-LHS) 

becorne uncorrelated to certain linear combinations of the inputs. 

6.3systemIdentincation 

In order to best estimate a system response, the input signal to that system is chosen 

to be a band limitai white noise with spectral content tbat covers the range of fiequemies of 

interest. The response of the system is then measured and the system mode1 and performance 

are determined using the variety of analysis techniques available. 

6.3.1 HesdSenrwwP- 

In order to measure the head performance, a calibraiion is performed by using hown 

motions and cornparing to the sensor's output for linearity and bandwidth. No calibration set- 



up with an independent speed transducer was available. Hence the manufcturer 

specifications were relied upon for the head sensor pmperties (section 4.3). 

The specifïcation indicates that the head sensor has a flat fkquency response fÏom 

DC up to 8 Hz and with an additional bias at DC. Since no correction for sensor dynamics 

was applied, this implies that ali analysis data recorded with the velocity sensor are valid up 

to 8 Hz. The DC bias component is always taken care of by taking a reasonable average at the 

begjnnïng of each experience and then subtracting it fiom the output of the sensor in software 

control. This does not reduce the DC bias of the sensor by 100% but is fairiy accurate. 

MATLAB function &trend(.) takes care of removing any hear trend present in the output of 

the i n t e m o n  of the velocity sensor, remembehg that ~onstant  - dt = Constanlx t 

6 . 3 . 2 S e r v o P ~  

Using band-imited white noise as servo commands, the response of the servomotors 

is then measured using the velocity sensor. Integrating the sensor velocity output praduces the 

servo motor position response that is used dong with the input to compute the hquency 

response of the servomotors-sensor cascade. 

The results of this analysis are shown in the following figure. 



Figure 38: System Analysis of the Head Servornotor 

The response of the head tracker camot be easiiy subûacted fiam the response of the 

servomotors. However, the cascade is relevant as it will be present in series with any 

controiler to compensate for delays. The overall system performance wilI be examined in the 

next section. 

From section 5.1, it is clear that the system to be studied comprises the following 

subsystems: 

HeadTracker 

Host Cornputer 

Transmission ddays 



Robotic Head 

r Recep tion Delays 

By summing the transmission and reception delays into one single delay element, the 

o v e d  transfer fiuiction of the system is as foliows: 

~ [ z ]  = HeadT'racker x Host Compter x Delays x Robotic Head (23) 

Assuming that ail systems are hear systems, this model can be rearranged into the 

following quivalent fom: 

T[Z] = Host Computer x Delays x Robotic Head x Headïracker (24) 

The preceding form descnbes the following physical system: Drive the robotic head 

with a known signal computed by the host cornputer, and measure its response using the 

velocity sensor. The known signal can be anything b m  a band limited white noise (similar 

to that in the system identification) to fecorded head movements. Here we decided to use 

head velocities recorded for 20 seconds h m  a human subject during natural randomized 

gaze shifts. These were then used as input to the subsystem simulations described above. The 

measured sensor results will help model the system as long as the head velocity recordings 

have enough spectral content over the fkquency range of interest (Le., 0-8 Hz). 

In the foliowing figures, the recorded head movement is shown both in time as well 

as in fkequency domain and shows sufncient bandwidth for use as an input in the simulation 

studies. 
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+Figure 40: Frequency Response of Record Head Movements 



In order to evaluate the different controllers under different operation conditions, 

additional delays are implemented via host software. The results of the host controller are 

stored in a queue buffer where it is delayed by the desired amount of points, thus effectively 

increasing the transmission delay. The total delay is quivalent to the number of points 

divided by the sampling rate. In practice, the transmission and reception delays are heady  

proportional to the distance between the operaîing location and the remote operating location. 

A Telepmence operation on the moon might involve something in the order of half a second 

of total delay. 

Next are the results of the cornparison of the two software controllers ( E T  and PD) 

using a variety of total delays. 

6.4.1WlthnoDehy 

With the system running at its maximum efficiency, with no additional delays 

implemented, the actuai system response cm be obtained. The stored head velocity profiles 

were used as the input, and servo position (as detennined by monitoring the head tracker 

mounted on the robot) was measured output. 

Zn Figure 41 and Figure 42, the PC controller is compared against a PD controller 

with gain set of 5,3 and 1, and aiso against a PD controlIer with gain set of 5 ,s  and 5 (refer 

to equation 10 on page 55). 

With the results of applying the CCCF to the servo position versus the input to the 

system, the foIlowing figure compaces overall performance delays with altemate controlles 
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figure 41: Cross Correlation between Head and Sewo Reaction at Maximum System Performance. 
Lower Graph Zooms in Around Peak Near Zero Delay 

From Figure 34, it is clear that the PD system outperfonns the PC controlier by 24 ms 

using the 5/3/1 gain set and by 32ms using the 5 /95  gain set. Interestingly, the amount of 

correlation between the input and the output of the system declines as the gain of the PD 

controiler is increased m e r ,  and the system becornes underdamped. 



Frequency Response of the System with no Extra Delays 
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Figure 42: Frequency Response of the System with no Extra Delays. Head Position Serves as Input 
While Sewomotor Position Serves as Output 

In Figure 42, the overall frequency response of the system is shown using the 

Werent controiler strategies. It is clear thai the PD controller has pushed the BW of the 

system h m  2.5 Hz to 4.5 Hz with the gain set 5/3/1 and to 5.0 with the gain set 5/95. This 

increase in BW is a typical effect of a predictive controuer. 

6.4.2With2oOms~Delay 

Additional transmission and reception delays are impiemented using a simple queue 

buffer Iocated after the controler code. A 5û-sample buffer is equivalent to a total delay of 

501250 = 200 m. 



As seen in Figure 43, similady to the no extranous &lay case, there was a decrease 

in the overail system delay by 28 ms with the simple proportional controller. Using the PD 

conttroller with a higher gain factor decreased the total deIay from 256 rns to 216 ms which is 

quivalent to a 40-ms irnprovement. 

Cross Conelation between Head and S e m  with 200ms Extra Delay 
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-Figure 43: Cross Conelation Between Head and Setvo Reaction with 200ms Additional Delay 



Frequency Response of the System with 200ms Extra Delay 
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Figure 44: Frequency Response of the System with 200 ms Extra Delay. Head Position S e m  as Input 
While Sewomotor Position Serves as Output 

The BW improvernent as seen in Figure 44 is an increase of 0.05 Hz in the case of a 

PD controller with a gain set 5/3/1 and an increa~e h m  0.4 Hz to 0.5 Hz in the case of a PD 

controller with gain set 10/5/3. Although the absolute values of these increases are different 

fiom those of the previous case (no additional transmission delay), they are equivalent in the 

loganthmic sense, since the enthe system is shifted back in frequency. 



Cross Correlation between Head and S e m  with 400ms Extra Delay 
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Figure 45: Cross Correlation between Head and S e m  Reaction with 200ms additional delay 

The system performance, when using a 400-ms extra transmission delay, is only 

examineci in time using the cross correlation coefficient function since the BW of the system 

is very low in the ikquency domain. Similar to the previous cases, there was a total 

irnpmvement of 40 ms with the gain set 10/5/3. The total delay dropped h m  345 ms to 404 

ms using the gain set 1511015 with the PD controller. The cross cordation coefficient, 

however, has also dropped h m  approximately 1.0 to about 0.93. This drop in correlation is 

obviously the side effect of overshwting when using large gain sets. 



6S Human Su- PeniOmMnce 

In order to evaluate the system performance using human subjects, a measure of 

perfomiance had to be developed. 

In detennining the side effects of V'irtual Reality[l5], McGee asked his subjects to 

perfom certain visual tasks while imrnelsed in the VR world (See attached Questionnaire in 

Appendix C). He measured the side effects of the VR on subjects using a questionnaire and 

then tabulated the results. This approach was considered for the evaluation of the different 

controllers. It proved to be impractical since it r e q d  the subjects to use the VE system for 

more than 10 minutes pex system design. In order to properIy assess the enhancement brought 

by the PD controller, at I m t  6 or 7 experiments had to be performed with extendeci delays 

between them. 

An alternative measure was developed based on the assumption that the time needed 

to accomplish a visual task using the VE system is directly related to the total system delay. 

In other words, it will take a subject longer to perform in a system with larger time delays 

than it would in a fast system. This assumption makes it easy to meas= the performance of a 

subject under a specific system. 

6.5.1 TaskDesdption 

In typical "Point and Shoot" action cornputer games (i-e., b m ,  Quake and Heretic), 

the player is usually on the lookout for targets. Once a target is identifîed, the player shoots it 

immediately. If the target happens to move in one direction or another, the player will follow 

it, and once in range, will shoot it down. 



Similar to action games, the subjects here are presented with a visual target seen 

through the VE system The target can be in the form of a circle or a square. The subjects 

identify the object by pressing on one of two button made accessible to them. Whether or not 

the subject's choice is correct, the target moves to another location, leaving khind a short but 

visible trace to indicate its motion direction. The target's movements are cornputed as to 

always position the target outside the field of view of the cameras. In this m e r ,  subjects 

are forced to foliow the target using their head and not theu eyes. 

The size of the jump between two consecutive target locations is random, as weIl the 

direction of the jump and the shape of the target (two). The distance between consecutive 

targets, the time required to identify targets (button press) as well as the col~e~tness of tbe 

identification are stored in a file for post processing. The distance between the robotic head 

and the projection scmn that is used to project the targets is used to compute the angular 

rotation required to center the cameras on the targets. Angular speed of the response is 

calculated as angle between targets divideci by the thne required for identification. For each 

experiment, the subject is presented with 50 randomized horizontal targets. Average time 

required for data acquisition in each experiment is roughiy one to two minutes. The mean and 

confidence intends are computed for each experiment and results of an entire session 

comparing various controllers are plotted together. 

A sample figure below shows the results of such a session. The subject performed a 

total of 13 experiments with two software controllers and with dBerent settings for the PD 

controller. An hcrease in the angular speed measure is equivalent to a reduction of the time 

required to perforrn the task and hence equivalent to a reduction in the overall system delay 



andlor an increase in system bandwidth. Hence increases in measured average speeds are 

desirable. 
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-Figure 46: Performance Evaluation of Subject 

6.5.2 ResuRs 

Nine subjects participakd in this experiment None were paid for their participation. 

Their physical condition and their total CO& was assessed using the Motion Sickness 

History Questionnaire (MSHQ) found in Appendix C. This questionnaire was adapted h m  

the Motion History Questionnaire of the Essex Corporation. AU subjects were males, ranging 

in age b m  16 to 60 years old The average age is 32 years with a standard deviation of 17 



The MSHQ was used to assess the physicai condition of subjects. Most subjects were 

in good physical condition and had a good night sleep before perfonning the experirnent 

From their MSHQ, most subjects indicated that they are not v.y susceptible to motion 

sichess. Subject #5 had an ear surgery that resuited in increased sensitivity to motion 

sickness. He had a moderate headache and eye sûain symptoms after the experiment. 

Surprisingly, most of the subjects who had some pre-expeximent symptoms such as 

headaches, general fatigue and drowsiness came out with no postexperiment symptoms! The 

consensus was that having to concentrate on the experirnental task resuited in them forgetting 

about their previous symptoms. 

Due to problems with the head tracker, the results of one experirnent had to be 

discarded. The head tracker had received a physical shock and its output was highly 

contaminated with noise. The experiment did however demonstrate the susceptibility of the 

PD controlier ta sensor noise and how impractical the controlier becomes with high gains in 

such conditions. 

Tabulated results for a l l  subjects are presented below 



Table 5: Results of Subjective Evaluation 

An impmvement is comidered to be valid if a subject's performance using a PD 

controiIer is better than that with a PC controlier with a certain confidence level. The 



improvement rate is computed as the total nurnber of improved cases at that confidence level 

over the total number of cases. 

As seen in the last row of the preceding table, there is a notable improvement in the 

subjective quality of the VE system. With a conndence level of 95%, there was a 38% 

improvement rate for the O ms addition transmission delay, 38% improvement rate with 200 

ms additional transmission delay and 38% improvement rate with 400 ms additional 

transmission delay. The same numbers rise to 75/88/88% respectively at an 80% confidence 

level - promising results for such a smaU subject pool. 

Surprisingly, the amount of improvement seems to be the same regardlas of the 

transmission delay. This can be traced back to the fact that the PD controlier adds only a k e d  

phase lead with a certain gain factor set 

Also woah noting is the actual subjective feeling experienced while using the PD 

controller. Most subjects commented that they felt that the system with the PD controller is 

faster and it felt smoother than the PC controlier. The common trend was that it was easier to 

cope with the overshoot caused by the large gain factor set used in the PD controUer than 

with the extra delay using the F C  controller. 

6 6  Additknal Fimüngs 

After examining the limitations of the PD controller, this section serves as an initiai 

probe on possible use of detexministic properties in the human operator. 

As an initial stage, recordings of some subjects' head velocity helped to prove that the 

physics of the human head can be represented using a two-pole system or two exponentials. 



The exponentials have two diEerent tirne constants. For a given subject, the rise time 

constant was not very correlated with the h a 1  head position. It was &O evident that the peak 

head velocity is a function of the total head shifi and occurs at relaîively constant delay fi-om 

the start of the gaze shift. The following figure shows the relation between the velocity and 

orientation of the human head for a typical subject in sensor uni& (i.e. Volts). 

Head WJltlm and velodty 
4 

10.1 6. 
1 1 I I - - Head Veladty 

- Head Offmtatlon 

-Figure 47: Relation between Head Position and Velocity (Sensor Units: Volts) 

The peak velocity has a mean value of 157 ms with standard deviation of 43 m. The 

following table shows the relaîion between ail the different head variables. 



764.14 1 -32.48 

Table 6: Head Variables Dun'ng Gaze Shifts 

The relation between the head peak velocity and head final position can be better seen 

in Figure 48. Note that the data has been fitted with a second order polynomial in order to 

better assess the association between the two entities. The h a 1  position versus the peak 

velocity relation is a monotonically increasing function thai cm be very easily tabulated. 

Total Rotation vs Peak Velocity 
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figure 48: Relation between Head Peak Velocity and Head Total Rotation 



The p m s  of acquiring such a function is also very simple and can be rendered M y  

automatic and part of a calï'bration process of the head sensor. 

Peak Velocity Occurence Tirne vs. Total Head Rotation 

50.00 f I I 4 1 l 1 
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Figure 49: Relation between the Peak Velocity Relative Occurring Tirne and Total Head Rotation 

The time at which a peak velocity occurs with respect to the start of head movement 

is highly uncorrelatecl with the head's final position. This implies that if a certain minimum 

waiting time is applied after the start of movement of the user's head, then a peak velocity 

can be reliably detected- 

These results indicate that human operator produces repeatable and consistent 

responses that can be used to design optimal controlle~s to compensate for both delays and 

dynamics. A brief description of such controllers is presented in the next chapter. 





7.1 Condusion 

The main objective ofthis thesis was to detemine the side effects of V h a l  Reality 

and Telepresence. Once the causes of these effects were reviewed, suggestions for 

enbcements were presented. One of the main causes of discomfort in Virtual Environrnents 

is the time lag between head movements and the scene update resultuig h m  such 

movements. The mismatch between what is expected and what is happening causes motion 

sickness to occur. One possible solution to such a problem is in the design of a better system 

controlier. 

Iii this thesis, an alternative to the traditional Proportionai Contruller is suggested. 

The proposed controlier is based on the classical design Proportional Derivative strategy. At 

the hart of the PD controlier is a predictive system that sums the position and the 

instantanmus velocity in an attempt to predict the future head position. This allows some 

anticipation in the update of scenes in the head-ups display. 

The PD controller implemented in this thesis utilizes three past points in a first order 

linear interpo1ation with variable gaios depending on the amount of prediction necessq. The 

PD contro11er adds a k e d  phase lead to the system for a given set of gains. The phase lead 

cornes however at the expense of overshwting the desired output during step responses 

(underdamped). 

The Proportionai Derivative controiier was tested agaiost the Proportional Controller 

using a home made Telepresence system. The Telepresence system consisted first of a head 

tracker useù to measure the velocity of the user's head. The sensor's output is then integrated 

and passed thtough the software-base controller. The output of the controller is used to 



conml the remote servo motors which set the orientation of the miniaime cameras whose 

output is fed back to the user via head rnounted displays. Introducing adjustable buffer delay 

between the controller and servomotors can simdate the transmission distance between the 

user and the remote cameras. System performance was measured under different 

transmission delays up to 400 ms- 

Two types of tests were applied to the controlIer: Objective and Experimentai. The 

objective test comprised of injecting directly a known signal into the cornputer controller 

instead of the output of the sensor, and then measuring servomotor output using the actuai 

head sensor, thus obtaining the response of the entire system. S tatistical analysis 

demonstrated thaî the PD can decrease the response time of the system by at least 25 ms 

while frequency analysis showed that the BW of the system can be increased by at least 10% 

in all test conditions involving different transmission delays. 

The experirnental testing of the PD controller versus the Proportionai Controller was 

done using human subjects. The subjects were asked to complete a remote visuai task of 

identifVing a random shape moving randomly to the rigtit or left. The pei-fonnance of the 

subjects was then measured by recording the time required to accompiish the visual ta& 

Using the PD controller, subjects' performance went up by 38% with a confidence of 95% in 

a l l  test conditions, or at least 77% at 80% co~dence  level. Most subjects commented 

throughout thaî the system felt smoother and faster than that with the Proportional controller 

and did not mind the overshoot as much as the delay. 

It is certain that system deIay is only one of many factors that cause user discornfort ia 

a Virtual Environment. Video r e b h  speeds and vide0 quality dong with sensor noise 



constitute other factors leadhg to Vïrtual Environments side effects. While technology might 

be able to correct for bad sensors or poor visual systems, smarter controUexx c m  solve some 

more hdamental issues such as inherent system delays and slow response. 

In this thesis, we have shown that simply by impIIementing a better controller than the 

traditionally used one, both signifiant objective and experimentd improvements are 

achieved. Even smarter controU.ers based on a human head control rnodeis can be utilized. 

Such controllers will be user-dependant yet portable f b m  one system to another. 

7.2 Future Reeommedaüom 

7.2.1 Prdiminary Human Rwpome Pmdlctkn (Vekcity vwu# Padüon) 

Although Vimial Reaiity can benefit considerably h m  the addition of a simple PD 

controller, the PD controller does Ieave m m  for much more improvement. As discussed in 

section 6.6, an operator model-based controller would be a step forward. The strategy for 

such a contder  is very simple and consists of the followings steps: 

Before VR use, perfonn a calibration process on the system operator. This inchdes 

asking the operator to look at different points in space and maintziining their head 

orientation at each new point for one second. Once the head velocity and position 

curves have been acquired, automatic local minimum and maximum peak detection 

can be applied to tabulate the peak velocity and head orientation shift The operator's 

average t h e  of peak velocity relative to the start of the gaze shift CT,) can also be 

found in the same process. Compute a regression line to relate the expected size of a 

gaze shift to peak head velocity. 



1) Maintain continuous updaîe for HMD orientation based on the operator's 

orientation using a proportional controller. 

2) While head velocity increases, wait for at least TV and look for the peak velocity 

amplitude. Based on the peak velocity amplitude, compute a projected head finai 

orientation based on its current position, and the operator's regression line found 

during calibraiion. 

9 Using the projected head final orientation, compute an altemate camera system 

orientation trajectory based on the estimate of the total system delays and ovemde 

the proportional controller output. 

This strategy is largely based on the predictability of the movements of the human 

head as found in section 6.6. It has the advautaga of simplicity (look-up table), stability 

despite variable operator characteristics and variable VR system delay. 

Uitimately, a real head d e l  can be developed h m  the calibraiion data and its 

transfer function can be computed. This transfer function dong with the estll.nated hardware 

system dynamics can be incorporated in the system controller to produce any desired 

response fiom the total system. This will tune the system uniquely to each operator and can 

provide the k t  possible results.: i.e. an environments that feels "natural'' and does not 

require user adaptation. 



7 Z 3 ~ ~ t r T ~ ~  

Improvements on the technological side of VE can yield a more "natural'' feeiing 

when immersed in such environments. Some of the suggestions that were pmented in this 

thesis included higher resohtion HMD for better quality video display and faster r e k h  rates 

for smoother video. Addition of a "distance cue" c m  irnpruve the overall experience. This 

requires the addition of an auto-focusing camera system almg with an automatically 

adjustable vergence-set-point. 

7.2.4 O t b r  Implkaüons or Ciinkal Applkations 

Frum the examination of the side effects of Viaual Reality, adaptation to system 

performance can be used positively in clinical ~habilitation. The response of the system can 

be tuned to anything desired: for example, such a system can be used to force a certain 

adaptation of patients with Vestibule-Oculo deficiencies. 

Moreover, the use of the side effects of Vhal Reality cm also be part of a 

controlled environment to test the susceptibility of people to motion sickness. (In NASA for 

instance, current methodology relies on the socailed "vomit£omet" where a particula. 

subject is subjected to centnfugal forces and his performance in such an environment is then 

translated to susceptibility to motion sickness.) Why not use current VR systems that are also 

known to cause motion sickness? 

Even after so many years of use of Vùtual Environments, the world of possibilities is 

still largely uncharteci and potential applications are limitless. Imagination is our guide in 

such a world. 
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Private Sub System() 
Dim dSamplingRate As Double, dHeadûain Aç Double, iControllerType As Integer 
Dim dHeadBias As Double, aiasMode As Integer 
Dim i As Long, iCounter As Long, iBiasCounter As Long, iRefreshEvery As Long 
Dim dStartTime As Double, dTotalTime As Double 
Dim Data As Variant, Data2 As Variant, bNulling As Boolean, dServoûnd As 

Double 
Dim dHeadBuffer(0 To 10) As Double 
Dim dSamplingDelayBuffer(0 To 1000) As Double 
Dim dTransrnissionDelayBuffer (O To 1000) As Double 

' Get Settings from Form 
dSanplingRate = cwnSamplingRate.Value 
meadGain = cwnHeadGain-Value 
iControllerType = unbControllerType.ListIndex 
dHeadBias = cwnHeadBias .Value 
iBiasMode = cmbAutoBiasMode.ListIndex 
iRefreshEvery = cwnReferesh-Value 

' Get bias on start (if requested) 
If iBiasMode = AutoBiasOriStart Or SiasMode = AutoBiasOriStartOnNull Then 

txtInfo = " B i a s i n g ,  Press Null when READY-' 

icounter = O 
dStartTime = Timer 
dHeadF3ias = O# 
Do 

DoEvents 
CWDIO.SingleRead Data2 
If Not bRuming Then 

txtInfo = ' 
Exit Sub 

End If 
Loop Until (Data2 ( O ) And 2 2 ) > O 

txtïnfo = "Biasing,.. Release Null when DONE-" 
Do 

Do 
Loop Until (i * 1 / dSamplingRate) c= (?Cimer() - dStartTime) 
CWAIPoint , SingleRead Data 
dHeadBias = dHeadBias + Data 
iCounter = iCouriter + 1 
CWDIO . SingleRead Data2 
If Not b R u n n i n g  Then 

txtxnfo = " 
Exit çub 

End If 
Loop Until (DataS(0) And 2 A 2) = O 

meadBias = meadBias / iCounter 
cwnHeadBias.Value = dHeadBias 
txtInfo = " 

End If 



Do 
' Synchronize sampling rate 
Do 

dTotalTime = Timer - dStartTime 
Loop Until (icounter * 1 / dSamplingEtate) c= dTotalTime 

' Get status of nulling button 
CWDIO-SingleRed Data 
bNulling = ((Data(0) And 2 A 2) > 0) 

mergency hardware ~ull button pressed 
If (Data(0) And 2) > O Then bRunning = False 

' Move Head Buffer in time 
For i = UBound(dHeadBuffer) To LBound(dHeadI3uffer) + 1 Step -1 

dHead3uff er (i) = dHeadBuf fer (i - 1) 
Next 

' Read new head velocity 
CWUPoint.SingleRead Data 

Compute bias if Null is pressed and as requested by user 
Null if nulling is performed by driving head buffer to O 

If (iBiasMode = AutoBiasûnNull Or iBiasMode = AutoBiasOnStartOnNull) Then 
If bNulling Then 

If iBiasCounter = O Then 
meadBias = O 
iBiasCouxlter = iBiasCounter + 1 

Else 
dHeadBias = (meadBias * (iBiasCounter - 1) + Data) 
dHeadBias = dHeadBias / DiasCounter 
SiasCounter = iBiasCounter + 1 

End If 
Data = -dHeadBuf f er ( O ) * dSamplingRate + dHeadBias 
txtInfo = mNulling/AutoBiasingm 

E l s e  
' Process any head biasing computation if any 
If iBiasCounter > O Then 

iBiasCounter = O 
cwnHeadî3ias.Value = dHeadBias 
WtInfo = " ' 

Ehd If 
Esid If 

Else 
If bNulling Then 

Data = -dHeadBuffer(O) * dsamplingRate + dHeadBias 
End If 

End If 

* Additional Delay using buffer 
If cwnSamplUigDelay.Value > O Then 

For i = O To cwnSamplingDelay.Value - 1 
dSarnplingDelayBuffer(i) = IIf(bNulling, 0, dSamplingDelayBuffer(i 

+ 1)) 
Next 
aÇanrplingDelayBuffer(mSarrq?lingDelay.Value) = Data 
If No t bNulling Then Data = dSamplingDelayBuf fer ( O ) 

Frnd If 

Get new head position i n t ~  buffer ushg integral formula 
dHeadBuffer(0) = dHeadBuffer(0) + (Data - meadBias) * 1 / dSamplingRate 

Compute semo c o ~ d s  (Controller) [See Appendix BI 
dWoCrnd - Contmllw(iContiPIImrTyln, dHdBuChr, dHmadûrin) 



* A d d i t i o n a l  Delay using delay 
If cwnTrançmis~ionDelay~Value > O Then 

For i = O To cwnTransmi~sionDelay~Va1ue - 1 
dTrançmissionDe1ayBuffer ( i )  =IIf ( b N u l l i n g ,  O ,  dTrançmissionDelayBuffer (itl) ) 

N a t  
d T r ~ s s i o n D e l a y B u f f e r ( ~ ~ l l T r ~ s s i o 1 a y V u e )  = dServoQnd 
If Not b N u l l i n g  Then dServoCmd = dTrançmissionDelayBuffer(0) 

End If 

' Output servo commands 
CWAûPoint . SingleWrite dServoCmd, True 
Refresh indicators and wait for stop button 

iCounter = iCounter + 1 
If iCounter Mod iRefreshEvery = O Then 

txtcounter = iCounter 
txtSamplingRate = Fonnat (txtcounter / dTotalTixne, '0,000 ' ) & 'Hz" 
txt~ulliag = ~ ~ f ( b ~ ~ u . i r i g ,  n ~ ~ ï l i n g w ,  ' " 1  
txtTo talTMe = Format (dTo talTime, " O - O Os . ) 
iBiasMode = cmhAutoBiasMode.ListIndex 
iControllerType = cmbControllerType.ListIndex 
DoEvent s 

End If 
Loop While bRunning 

Done 
bRunning = False 

n-id sub 



The code presented below contains both Proportional Controller and PD controiler 

code. The selection switch iContmllerType determines at runtirne which controiler is active. 

Public Furiction Controller( - 
iControllerType As Integer, - 
ByEtef dHeadBuffer As Variant, - 
ByRef dHeadGain As Double) As Double 

Select Case iControllerType 
Case ControllerProportional 

Controller = dHeadBuf fer (0 ) * meadGain 
Case ControllerPD 

' Use àHeadBuffer with i = O for current point, i = 1 one point delayed 
Controller = meadGain * ( - 

dHeadBuffer (O) + - 
(âHeaaBuffer(0) - dHeadBuffer(1)) * PDControllerGain(1) + - 
(dHeadBuffex(0) - dHeadsuffer(2)) * (1 / 2) * PDControllerGain(2) + - 
(dHeadBuff er (O ) - dHeadBuff er (3  ) ) * (1 / 3 ) * PDControllerGain (3 ) ) 

End Select 
Ehd Function 



MOTION SICKNESS HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Date: 

Subject: 

Ported from M. K. McGee, "Assessing Negative Side Effects in Virtual 

Environments" 

Motion History Questionnaire adapted h m  the Motion History Questionnaire of the 

Essex Corporation, 1040 Woodcock Road, Orlando, FL 32803 



Date of birth 

Gender M / F 

Do you have any medical condition involving the h a r t  or circulation? If yes, please 
provide the following information: 

Nature of condition: 

Major symptoms: 

Does this condition affect your day to day activities? - No - 

4. Are you in your usual state of fitness? 

Y- - NO - If no, please indicaie reason. 

In general, how susceptible to motion sickness are you? 

- - 
Extcemely Very Moderately Minimally Not a .  aU 

Have you been nauseated for any reason (including flu, alcohol, etc.) during the past eight 
weeks? 

Yes No If yes, under what conditions: 

7. Most people experience slight dhziness (not as a result of motion) three to five times a 
year. The past year you have been dizzy: 

Greater than 3-5 times 3-5 times k s s  than 3-5 times Never 

8) Have you ever had an ear iuness or injury which was accompanied by dizziness andor 
nausea? 

Yes No If yes, describe the illness: 

9) From any experience in the air, how often would you Say you get airsick? 

Always Frequently Sometimes Rare1~ Never 

10) From any experience at sea, how ofkn would you Say you get seasick? 



Always Frequently Sometimes Rarely Never 

11) From any experience in cars, how o k n  would you Say you get carsick? 

Always F=pentlyY Sometimes Rarely Never 

12) Have you ever experienced any sort of sunulatoi sickness? 

Ys No If yes, descnbe the simulator and simulation: 

Describe the symptoms. Include how long they lasted: 

What do you think caused the problem: 

13) Indicate a preference for the foUowing devices/situations and circle any symptorns of 
motion sickness thai your have experienced using them- 

mee Dislike Neutral 

Symptom: none, headache, awareness of breathing, vertigo, pallor, sweating, 
drowsiness, dizziness, salivation, stomach awareness, nausea, vomiting, other: 

Automobiles 

mee Dislike Neutml 

Symptoms: none, headache, awareness of breathing, vertigo, pallor, sweating, 
drowsiness, ni'/'.;r.iness, salivation, stomach awareness, nausea, vomiting, other: 

Use  Dislike Neutral 

Symptoms: none, headache, awareness of breathing, vertigo, pallor, sweating, 
drowsiness, dizziness, salivation, stomach awareness, nausea, vorniting, other: 

Elevators 

Like Dislike Neutml 



Symptoms: none, headache, awareness of brtahhg, vertigo, pdor, sweating, 
drowsiness, dhiness, salivation, stomach awareness, nausea, vomiting, other. 

Long train or bus trips 

m e e  Dislike Neutral 

Symptoms: none, headache, awareness of breathing, vertigo, pdor, sweaîing, 
drowsiness, dizziness, salivation, stomach awareness, nausea, vomiting, other 

mee Dislike Neutra1 

Symptoms: none, headache, awareness of breathing, vertigo, pallor, sweating, 
drowsiness, dizziness, salivation, stomach awareness, nausea, vomiting, other: 

Swings 

Symptoms: none, headache, awareness of breathing, vertigo, pdor, sweating, 
drowsiness, dkhess ,  salivation, stomach awareness, nausea, vomiting, other: 

14) Have you ever been motion sick under any conditions other than the ones listed? 

Yes No If yes, under what conditions: 

15) If you were in an experhent where 50% of the subjects get sick, what do you think your 
chances of getting sick would be? 



- - - - - - - 

1) Have you been ill in the past week? 

Yes No If yes, please provide the following information: 

Nature and length of illness (include major symptoms): 

Are you fUy recovered? Yes No 

How much alcohol have you consumed in the last 24 hours? 

# Beers Ounces of Wine Ounces of hard liquor 

Please indicate any medication you have used in the past 24 hours: 

None 

Sedatives or tranquilizers 

Aspirin, Tylenol, other analgesics 

Antitihistamines 

Decongestants 

Other 

Specify: 

How many hours sleep did you get last night? 

Please list any other comments regarding your present physical state which might affect 
vour ~eTformance. 



6) Assess your physical condition by circling the appropriate fesponse below for each 
SYmPt o n  

General discornfort 

Fatigue 

Boxedom 

Drowsiness 

Headache 

Eye strain 

Dificdty focusing 

Increased salivation 

Decreased salivation 

S w eating 

Nausea 

Difficulty concentrating 

Mental depression 

"Fullness of the Head" 

Blurred vision 

DiZ;r.iness with eyes open 

Dizziness with eyes closeû 

vertigol 

Visual flashbacks2 

Faintness 

Over awareness of breathing 

slight 

slight 

slight 

siight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

siight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

siight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

siight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

Slight 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

Moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

Severe 

Severe 

Severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

Severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

sevefe 

seveE 

severe 

severe 

' V d g o  is experienced as los of orientation with respect to verticai uptight, 
V i i  iiiuSon of myement or false çensatior~~. 



Stomach awareness' 

Loss of appetite 

Increased appetite 

Bowels 

Confusion 

Biirping 

Oîher 

slight Moderate severe 

slight Moderate severe 

slight moderaîe Severe 

Slight moderaîe severe 

slight moderate severe 

slight modemie Severe 

Stomach awareness is usually used to iodicate a feeling of disamfort *ch is just short of nausea. 



1) Assess your physical condition by circling the appropriate response below for each 
symptom. 

General discornfort 

Fatigue 

Boredom 

Drowsiness 

HeadaGhe 

Eye strain 

Dficulty focusing 

hcreased salivation 

Decreased salivation 

S weating 

Nausea 

Difficulty concentratkg 

Mental depression 

"Fullness of the Head 

Blurred vision 

Dizziness with eyes open 

Dizziness with eyes closed 

vertigo1 

Visual flashbacks2 

Faintness 

slight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

siight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

siight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

slight 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

modem 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderaîe 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 

severe 



Over awmness of breathing none slight moderate severe 

Stomach awareness' none slight moderate severe 

Loss of appetite none slight moderate severe 

Increased appetite none slight moderate severe 

Desire to move bowels none siight moderaie severe 

Confusion none slight moderate severe 

Birrpw none slight moderate severe 

Other. 

1) Ifsymptoms were experienced, what do you think caused them? 

2) Describe any unusual events that occurred during your session? 

3) Describe any problerns you observed in the visual presentation of information. 

4) Describe any other problerns you encountered 

' Stomach awareness is usually used to indicate a fkhg of discomfint that is just short of nausea 

I I 0  



Circle the response that descn'bes your agreement or disagreement with the following 

statements. 

1) 1 believed in the virtual reality illusion, felt a sense of presence in the 

environments, and felt immersed in the viaual worlds. 

1 - Strongiy agree 2 - Agree 3 - Somewhat agree 4 - 

Indifferent 5 - Somewhat disagree 6 - Dis- 7 - Strongly 

disagree 

2) 1 use cornputers often. 

1 - Strongly agree 2 - Agree 3 - Somewhat agree 4 - 

hdifferent 5 - Somewhat disagree 6 - Disagree 7 - Strongly 

disagree 

3) 1 enjuyed the expriment. 

1 - Strongly agree 2 - Agree 3 - Somewhat agree 4 - 

Indifferent 5 - Somewhat disagree 6 - Disagree 7 - Stmngly 

disagree 




